
Dave is also the host of AMERICAN SUPERGROUP, a music competition 
television program showcasing the creation and evolution of the best new 
bands in the country. He is teamed with, pop/soul artist Aloe Blacc, rock/blues 
artist Elle King, country superstar Jennifer Nettles and classic rock icon Jason 
Scheff, lead singer/bass player for Chicago. American Supergroup airs on 
POP-TV, MTV Live and MTV Classic.
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He focuses on being local and talks about
   subjects that are relatable to his listeners

Dave revs up the crowd as the official
in-stadium host at Dodger Stadium

Whether he’s talking about a current issues, new products or events going on, 
Dave focuses on being local and talks about subjects that are relatable to his 
listeners. When interviewing A list celebrities Dave breaks away from the 
Hollywood spin and humanizes them to make them more relatable to his listener. 
Don’t be surprised to hear Dave ask an Academy Award winner what they put in 
their coffee or what they plan on having for lunch that day. When endorsing any 
product or service his listeners are well aware that Dave has not only tried that 
product but has honestly considered what his Lproduct but has honestly considered what his LA audience would think about it.

DOWN TO EARTH

ALL AROUND L.A. GUY
Everything from loving sports to trying different hair products Dave embraces the 
LA lifestyle and has an array of interests that make up his LA persona. He’s no 
stranger to the gym, has a passion for soccer and can be seen on the greens at 
one of the many golf courses in So Cal. His love of sports led him to being the 
official “in-stadium” host at Dodger stadium where all eyes go to the big screen to 
see Dave rev up the crowd. He’s up to speed on the latest in new technology and 
uses it to keep in touch with his fans while letting them know his thoughts on a 
variety of subjects and products in a purely organic wavariety of subjects and products in a purely organic way.

Born in Seattle to British parents, Dave moved to Liverpool where he lived until he was 
10 years old. While there, Dave picked up on the the British passion for American music 
and came back to the states with the desire to work in radio. Since 2003, Dave has been 
a mainstay in Los Angeles and become one of the most recognizable names in radio. 

Dave now hosts one of the most listened to afternoon radio show in Los Angeles, where 
listeners tune in to hear Dave interview some of the biggest celebrities in entertainment 

making LA traffic more bearable for his audience.
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